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Illus. in full color. "In this affectionate story, three children follow their grandfather up to the attic,

where he pulls out his old bowler hat, gold-tipped cane, and his tap shoes. Grandpa once danced

on the vaudeville stage, and as he glides across the floor, the children can see what it was like to be

a song and dance man. Gammell captures all the story's inherent joie de vivre with color pencil

renderings that leap off the pages. Bespectacled, enthusiastic Grandpa clearly exudes the message

that you're only as old as you feel, but the children respond--as will readers--to the nostalgia of the

moment. Utterly original."--(starred) Booklist.
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I think there must be a whole old-people-dancing picture book genre out there. Tons of these books

appear on the market every year and they bring in a steady profit time and time again. Perhaps the

most successful of these (which is to say, it won an award) is Karen Ackerman's charming, "Song

and Dance Man". A simple tale of a grandfather puttin' on a show for his grandchildren, the book is

a touching tribute to the Vaudeville kings and queens of yore.Three bright eyed urchins appear at



their grandfather's door one day, to his evident delight. Without further ado he leads them up into

the house's attic where he keeps a trunk of old treasures. It takes a little sifting and shifting to find

exactly what he needs, but soon Grandpa's old taps are on his feet and the lamps in the attic

become the spotlights of a makeshift stage. Grandpa begins with a shuffle footed tap solo then

moves on to banjo playing/singing, magic tricks, and awful old jokes. The night's entertainment is

topped off with a grand finale of tapping and dancing. The crowd (of three) goes wild and everything

is put away again. "But as he turns off the attic light, Grandpa glances back up the stairs, and we

wonder how much he really misses that time on the vaudeville stage, when he was a song and

dance man".You've probably seen illustrations by Minnesota based artist Stephen Gammell before

and just didn't know it. They've a kind of controlled insanity, though this book is not half as violent to

the senses as his truly disturbing "Old Black Fly". Instead, this story comes off as merely messy, but

with a vibrant undertone. The colors in the pictures are often of a sweet rainbow filled spectrum.

Grandpa's nose, a permanent red, sits prominently on his kind face.
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